Special West Point Postmark to Commemorate Class of 2020

West Point, NY – Postmaster Kristina Tamer is announcing a special pictorial postmark will be offered on Saturday, June 13 at the West Point Post Office, 634 Swift Road, to commemorate the graduation day for the class of 2020 at the U.S. Military Academy. The postmark features the class of 2020’s motto – “With Vision We Lead.”

If unable to get to the West Point Post Office on June 13 during regular Saturday lobby hours, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m., Postmaster Tamer recommends obtaining the special postmark by mail order request. Customers can affix stamps to an envelope or postcard, address the envelopes or postcards to themselves or others, insert a card of postcard thickness in envelopes for sturdiness, and tuck in the flap. Place the envelopes or postcards in larger envelopes and address them to:

   “With Vision We Lead” Postmark
   Postmaster
   634 Swift Road
   West Point, NY 10996-9998

Mail order requests must be sent to the Postmaster no later than July 13.

The Postal Service receives no tax dollars for operating expenses and relies on the sale of postage, products and services to fund its operations.
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